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Abstract: Numerous applications of optimization techniques to solving real life engineering problems that

are highly constrained with multiple objectives have been addressed in the literature.  Important stage has

now been reached at which an investigation of such developments and their practical possibilities should

be made and presented. This paper presents the most outstanding progress and development achieved in

the field of optimal design of mechanical and structural elements. A brief historical review of this

technology, its current status and future needs are addressed in order to achieve an adequate picture of

the subject.  The authors present some of the important contributions made by the leading scientists of

both the theoretical and practical aspects of the optimization of mechanical structures. The aim now is to

assimilate this technology into the practicing design environment. As an application, the optimum design

problem of a helical compression spring has been formulated and presented, where the selected design

variables included the coil mean diameter, solid wire diameter and number of turns. The developed

optimization model considered the minimal mass and the maximum safety designs to be simultaneously

achieved. Design constraints encompassed surging, buckling, critical stresses and side constraints as well.

Two optimum solutions were given; one was solely based on the minimal mass design while the other

combined both of the minimal mass and maximum safety in a linear composite function. Final numerical

results for a spring manufactured from oil-tempered carbon steel were obtained by implementing a mixed-

integer programming code.
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INTRODUCTION

Design optimization is still a vastly researched

topic till date, where tremendous number of papers

exist dealing with a variety of valuable engineering

applications. Historically , in the field of mechanical[1]

design, the first known shape optimization study was

by the great Italian mathematician Galileo (1564-1642),

who presented a logical scheme for selecting the form

of a bent beam for uniform strength. Subsequently,

G.W. Leibniz (1646-1716) and L. Euler (1707-1783)

used  d ifferentia l ca lculus and  developed  a

mathematically general tool for the evaluation of

maxima and minima of differentiable relationships. This

made it possible for pioneers to study various new

fields of mechanics. 

Sir Isaac Newton (1643-1727) used these methods

in minimizing the resistance of a revolving body. J.L.

de Lagrange (1736-1813) and W.R. Hamilton (1805-

1865) developed the several theorems which serve as

the basis for the solution of all optimum design

problems. Later, function approximations were

developed by Lord Rayleigh (1842-1919), W. Ritz

(1878-1909), B.G. Galerkin (1871-1945) and others to

solve complicated time-consuming functions, because

they could be approximated relatively accurately. A

French-Italian economist named V. Pareto (1848-1923)

first developed the principle of multi-objective

optimization for use in economics. His theories became

collectively known as Pareto's optimality concept, and

still remains the most important in multi-objective

optimization . Regarding structural optimization, the[2]

first attempt in formulating a significant model was due

to Michell , who investigated the arrangement of[3]

uniaxial structural elements that produce a minimum-

volume structure for specified loads and type of

materials. In 1910, Hadamark  presented a calculus of[4]

variation formulation for optimizing beam shape as a

branch of optimal control theory. No further

developments were made until the advent of high-speed

computing machines. Through 1950s and early 1960s,

considerable analytical work was accomplished on

mechanical and structural component optimization.

Gerard  formulated realistic optimum designs of[5]

framed structures using linear programming, where

optimality presumed to be achieved when each element

in the structure reached its limit of strength. In the

early 1960s, Schmit  suggested that numerical[6]
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approximation methods, such as finite element method,

could be combined with mathematical programming

techniques in the development of optimization

algorithms. The extension of Schmit’s work and the

application of variational techniques have been mainly

in the areas of the design of machine components  and[7]

optimization of space vehicle’s performance . The first[8]

survey of related literature in the design optimization

was written by Prager and Sheu  and Seireg , who[9] [10]

reviewed developments up to 1972. An excellent book

by Gallagher and Zienkiewicz , presented a diverse of[11]

applications associated with design optimization of

mechanical and structural elements. An important and

vital stage of using mathematical programming for

optimization reached in 1974 when Schmit and

Farshi  published the concept of approximation[12]

techniques for structural synthesis. These concepts were

refined and described in more detail by Schmit and

Miura , which include the use of intermediate[13]

variables, force approximations for stress constraints,

and Rayleigh quotient approximations for frequency or

buckling constraints. Other problems in structural and

mechanical design require optimization with respect to

eigenvalues . Practical models of beam structures[14, 15]

have been recently formulated in Ref. , where several[16]

functions of merit were studied, including maximum

fundamental frequency and maximum critical buckling

load. Structural analysis and design were performed

simultaneously by finite element method coupled with

constrained optimization algorithm. A lot of research

has gone into developing suitable algorithms for non-

linear constrained optimization , where different[17, 18]

approaches were presented and applied to a variety of

engineering problems. Recently, the focus of

optimization algorithms has shifted to the so-called

evolutionary methods such as fuzzy logic  and genetic[19]

algorithms (GA) . The latter is a stochastic global[20]

search method that simulates the metaphor of natural

biological evolution. These algorithms apply a set of

operators to a population of potential solutions and by

enforcing the principle of survival of the fittest

hopefully produce better approximations to a solution. 

In this paper, the most outstanding progress and

development achieved in the field of optimal design of

mechanical and structural elements is presented. A brief

historical review of this technology, its current status

and future needs are addressed. Some of the practical

applications that were previously published are also

presented in order to demonstrate the importance of

using optimization techniques as an essential design

tool in advanced technology. A case study including

the optimization of helical compression springs is

investigated and discussed. The paper is organized as

follows: Section 2 describes the general problem

statement of design optimization; Section 3 discusses

the different approaches employed in optimal design

problems. Available computer packages are categorized

in section 4 with citation of the related web sites and

contact information. Practical application, including

optimization of a helical spring under compression is

given in section 5. Finally, important future directions

and conclusions are drawn in Sections 6 and 7,

respectively.

2. Standard Form of the Optimal Design Problem:

Design optimization seeks the best values of design

nx1variables, X , to achieve, within certain constraints,

m x1G (X) placed on the system behavior, allowable

stresses, geometry, or other factors, its goal of

optimality defined by a vector of objective functions,

kx1F (X), for specified environmental conditions.

Mathematically, design optimization may be cast in the

following standard form:

nx1Find the set of design variables X  that will

iMinimize F  (X) , i=1,2,…k          (1)

j Subject to G (X) # 0 , j=1,2,………I        (2a)

jG (X) = 0 , j=I+1,I+2,….m       (2b) 

iIf it is required to maximize F (X), one simply

iminimizes –F (X) instead. A popular method, named the

weighted-objective method , is used to form the[21]

overall objective function, F(X), by multiplying each

i ficomponent F (X) by a weighting factor w  measuring

its relative importance with respect to the overall

design goal. The scalar form of F(X) is written as:

        (3)

where

         (4)

Fig. 1 shows the overall structure of an

optimization approach to design. Major objectives in

mechanical and structural engineering involve minimum

fabrication cost, maximum product reliability, maximum

stiffness/weight ratio, minimum aerodynamic drag,

maximum natural frequencies, maximum critical shaft

speeds, etc. Design variables describe configuration,

dimensions and sizes of elements, and material

properties as well. In the design of structural

components, such as those of an automobile structure, 
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Fig. 1: Design optimization process. 

the main design variables represent the thickness of the

covering skin panels, and the spacing, size and shape

of the transverse and longitudinal stiffeners. The sizes

of the constituent elements of the system are measured

by such properties as the cross-sectional dimensions,

section areas, area moments of inertia, torsional

constants, plate's thicknesses, etc. If the skin and / or

stiffeners are made of layered composites, the

orientation of the fibers and their proportion can

become additional variables. If one optimizes for

configuration, the design variables will include spatial

coordinates. Also, in dynamic problems, the location of

nonstructural masses and their magnitudes can be

additional design variables. 

3. Optimization Techniques: The class of optimization

problems described by Eqs.(1-4) may be thought of as

a search in an n-dimensional space for a point

corresponding to the minimum value of the overall

objective function and such that it lie within the region

bounded by the subspaces representing the constraint

functions. Iterative techniques are usually used for

solving such optimization problems in which a series

of directed design changes (moves) are made between

successive points in the design space. The new design

i+1 iX  is obtained from the old one X  as follows:

i+1 i i iX  = X  + á S        (5a)

i+1 iSuch that F(X ) < F(X )        (5b)

iwhere the vector S  defines the direction of the

imove and the scalar quantity a   gives the step length

i+1such that X  does not violate the imposed constraints.

Several optimization techniques are classified according

ito the way of selecting the search direction S . The

most commonly used approaches are the random

search, conjugate directions and conjugate gradients

methods . In general, there are two distinct[7 , 11]

formulations: the constrained formulation and the

unconstrained formulation. In the former, the

constraints are considered as a limiting subspace. The

gradient vectors of the objective and constraint

functions must be defined everywhere in the design

space. The methods of feasible directions and the

linearization methods  are the most commonly[7 ]

methods in this category. In the unconstrained

formulation, the constraints are taken into account

indirectly by transforming the original problem into a

series of unconstrained problems. A method, which has

a wide applicability in engineering applications, is the

penalty function method .[11]
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Other algorithms for solving global optimization

problems may be classified into heuristic methods that

find the global optimum only with high probability,

and methods that guarantee to find a global optimum

with some accuracy. The simulated annealing

technique  and the genetic algorithms  belong to the[17] [20]

former type, where analogies to physics and biology to

approach the global optimum are utilized. The most

important methods of the second type are the branch

and bound methods , in which the design space is[11, 17]

split repeatedly by branching into smaller and smaller

parts. Lower bounds on the objective allow eliminating

large portion of the design space early in the

computation so that only a small part of the branching

tree has to be generated and processed. This method

has been successfully implemented to find the global

optimum solution of the helical spring problem

presented in section 5.

4. Optimization / Finite Element Packages: Several

computer program packages are available now for

solving a variety of design optimization models, which

can be coded to interact with finite elements structural

and eigenvalue analyses software. CONMIN  is one[22]

of the oldest powerful codes for finding the constrained

minimum of a nonlinear objective function. It utilized

the method of feasible directions in which the gradient

vectors of the objective function LF and constraints

jLG  must be defined everywhere in the design space.

jThe search direction S  must satisfy the two conditions

j j jS .LF<0 and S .LG <0. For checking the constrained

minima, the Kuhn-Tucker test  is applied at the[11]

Ddesign point X , which lies on one or more set of

active constraints. When the analysis is performed

using the finite element technique, the equations of

equilibrium are usually written in the following matrix

form: 

[K]{U}={P}          (6)

where [K]  is the stiffness matrix, {U} is the nodal

displacement vector, and {P} is the external nodal

loads. The new augmented design variables vector

becomes (X, U), and the equilibrium equations [K]{U}-

{P}={0} are considered as additional equality

constraints. When the optimization process gives the

values of the design variables, it will simultaneously

solve for the unknown displacements. Hence, one has

a simultaneous design/analysis algorithm. This kind of

formulation is called the integrated problem statement.

Sensitivity derivatives are used for studying the effect

of variables modifications, calculating the search

directions for finding an optimum design, and

constructing function approximations . This allows to[13]

make very large changes in the design variables during

a given design cycle. Fig. 2 shows the general flow

diagram of the coupled finite element analysis,

sensi tivity and  approximatio n  ana lys is ,  and

optimization. Advanced optimization procedures are

now carried out by using large-scale, general purpose,

finite element-based multidisciplinary computer

programs. Neill et al  discussed the development and[23]

use of the automated structural optimization system

(ASTROS) with wing structures. Kodiyalam et al.

developed the shape and size design optimization

capabilities in MSC/NASTRAN  and demonstrated [24-25]

on various types of structural applications. The most

recently developed GENESIS code  was designed[26-27]

and written from the start to perform structural design

in multidisciplinary environment. The feasible

directions algorithm was used with constraint

approximations and move limits in both computer

programs.  Other  recent  packages  are  given  in

Table (1). 

4.1 Topology Optimization: Topology Optimization[30]

is an increasingly powerful design tool, which can be

used to optimize the material arrangements to achieve

a wide variety of performance objectives (i.e. minimal

response, maximum stiffness…….). The goal is to

begin with a block of material and use topology

optimization to determine the basic configuration. Upon

finding this configuration, the model must be refined to

create a realistic structure. Topology optimization is a

much more flexible design tool than classical shape

optimization, where only a selected part of the

boundary is varied without any chance to generate a

lightness hole, for example. Kosaka and Swan[31]

proposed a new method, named; the symmetry

reduction method, which was found to control and

stabilize topology design formulations. The method was

applied to the optimization of material layout in a pin-

supported square plate, shown in Fig.3. 

The objective function was represented by a linear

composite form of a weighted sum of the first five

eigenvalues as follows:

Maximize                          ,       

fk kin which W  and w  are, respectively the kth weighting

factor and eigenvalue. A constraint was set on the

volume fraction of the solid part of the material to the

total volume to not exceed 50%. The sequential linear

programming technique was successfully implemented

with a move limit equal to 5%. This method was found

to ease the difficulty in design sensitivity analysis of

the repeated eigenvalues.
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Table 1:  Some Available Optimization Packages

Package Description Contact information;

 Web Site, mailing address 

ABACUS Designed both for general mixed integer optimization http://www.informatik.uni-

problems and for combinatorial optimization problems. koeln.de/abacus/

It implements branch and bound algorithms.

ADMIT (Automatic Enables computing Jacobian and Hessian matrices, using automatic coleman@ cs.cornell.edu 

Differentiation differentiation technology, from a M ATLAB environment. It allows verma@ cs.cornell.edu

M ATLAB Interface for the calculation of gradients and has several other related functions. http://www.cs.cornell.edu/Info/P

Toolbox) eople/verma/AD/research.html

GULF Solve LP problems with up to 150 main constraints and 200 h t tp : / /n e u m a n n .m a th . k l t e .h u /

nonnegative variables ~erik/tr93-86.html 

erik@ math.klte.hu

HQP Is a nonlinear sparse optimization solver for optimal control problems ftp://olymp.systemtechnik.tu- 

ilmenau.de/pub/tools/omuses

IPOPT An interior point algorithm for general http://www.coin-or.org/Ipopt

large-scale nonlinear optimization. h t t p : / / w w w -

124.ibm .com /developerworks/op

ensource/m ailm an/listinfo/coin-

ipopt

M CF Solve LP problems using network simplex algorithm. http://www.zib.de/Optim ization/

Software/M cf. 

M CS A M atlab program for bound constrained global optimization, based http://solon.cma.univie.ac.at/~ne

on a multilevel coordinate search. The local search is done um/software/mcs/

via sequential quadratic programming. 

AsMINOPT A powerful package for the solution of various types of optimization http://titan.princeton.edu/M INO

problems. It provides efficient solution of wide variety of mathematical PT/minopt@titan.princeton.edu

programming problems: (LP, M ILP, NLP, M INLP, OCP, M IOCP) jean@ Princeton.EDU

M OSEK is a state-of-the-art solver for linear programming, conic quadratic bo.jensen@ mosek.com

programming, and other optimization problems.

NEWUOA Unconstrained M inimization without Derivatives. mjdp@ cam.ac.uk. 

OPT++ An object-oriented package for nonlinear optimization. It includes a new http://csmr.ca.sandia.gov/project

 parallel optimization method, and a new nonlinear interior point method.  s/opt++/ JCM eza@ lbl.gov

PENNON Solves 2nd order conic programming (SOCP) problems, as well as problems http://www2.am.uni-

with a mixture of SDP, SOCP and NLP constraints. The algorithm used is a erlangen.de/~kocvara/pennon/ 

 generalized version of the Augmented Lagrangian method. kocvara@ am.uni-erlangen.de

PREQN Implements the conjugate gradient method. It has proved to be effective in http://www.ece.nwu.edu

solving large-scale optimization problems.  /~nocedal/preqn.html 

jmorales@ gauss.rhon.itam.mx

SBmethod  A C++ Im plementation of a Spectral Bundle Method for Eigen-value http://www.zib.de/helmberg/SB

Optimization. method

elmberg@ zib.de

Fig. 2: Optimization Using Approximation Techniques
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Fig. 3: Thin plate eigenvalue topology optimization.

4.2. Optimization of Smart Structures: A smart

structure is a system containing multifunctional parts

that can perform sensing, control, and actuation; it is a

primitive analogue of a biological body. Smart

materials are used to construct these smart structures,

which can perform both sensing and actuation

functions . A truly optimized smart structure would[32]

be one where the actuators, sensors, controller, and the

structure itself have all been simultaneously designed

to work perfectly. This most general optimization

problem is quite difficult to handle due to the

complexity in modeling the interactions between all the

sub-systems as well as the computational effort

required to analyze and optimize the whole structural

system. In the last decade, most of the published

research work has focused on the optimization of one

or two-coupled subsystems, assuming the others to be

predetermined. An important application  considered[33]

pthe optimization of the thickness (h ) and embedded

s1depth (h ) of piezoelectric patch actuators inside a thin

plate (see Fig. 4) in order to attain the maximum

pinduced piezoelectric bending moment (M ). Upper and

lower limits are imposed on the values of the design

variables for a constant value of the total plate

thickness (h). The aim is to make the piezoelectric

actuating force as large as possible in active vibration

control of smart laminated structures. The optimization

model has been formulated in the following

dimensionless form:

pMaximize (M )      

Subject to                         

0 <

s1 pwhere ç=h / h and î =h /h.  Referring to Fig. 4b,

p,m axthe maximum value M  occurs near the point of

p s1h =0.65h and h =0.35h.

5. Application: Optimization of Helical Compression

Springs: 

5.1. Formulation: Springs have many uses in

connection with machine design, such as to cushion

impact and shock loading, to store energy, to control

vibration, and other related functions. Important criteria

for designing efficient springs encompass weight,

yielding and fatigue strengths, surging, buckling, etc.

Therefore to obtain balanced improvements in all such

aspects, an optimization study should be performed.

Such an optimal design problem is well discussed in

the literature , and is considered here to test the[28]

efficiency of mixed-integer programming formulation in

solving constrained non-linear problems. The most

significant design variables include the coil mean

diameter (D), the wire diameter (d), and the number of

turns (n). These three variables completely define the

geometry of the spring. Geometrical constraints are

imposed to limit the size of the spring. Also, there are

standard wire diameters from which the designer has to

make choice. When the type of the material is chosen,

all other spring parameters (refer to Table 2) such as

spring rate, free and solid lengths and pitch are

completely defined . The usual recommendation in[28]

selecting the pitch is to provide sufficient clash

allowance of about 0.5d to allow for any possible

combinations of tolerance stack-up, differential thermal

expansion and wear of parts in cases when the

maximum working load approaches the spring solid

condition. Therefore, the free length and pitch may be

calculated from: 

f max sL = ä +1.5 L         (7a)

maxp= [ä  + (1+1.5n) d]/n        (7b)
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Fig. 4: Optimal thickness and embedded depth of actuators in laminated plates.

Using a traditional optimization algorithm, a

continuous solution of the spring design problem might

not be a viable solution because of the discrete nature

of the wire diameter and the integer nature of the

number of turns. Therefore, a mixed-integer

programming (MIP) optimization technique, such as the

bound and branch technique should be implemented.[29] 

The present formulation considers the minimal mass

and the maximum safety designs to be simultaneously

achieved. Design constraints encompass surging,

buckling, critical stresses, and side constraints. This

may be expressed mathematically in the following (see

Table 2): 

f1 f2Objective function: Minimize     W  M + W  [max 

(                       ]          (8)

Subject to the constraints:  

n Surging: f  $ 15 f        (9a)

max b fBuckling: F  #  K KL        (9b)

(refer to Table 3)            

max allow,YYield shear strength: ô  #  ô        (9c)

a allow,FFatigue strength: ô   #   ô        (9d)

Side constraints (Upper “U” and Lower “L” limits):

L U L Ud   #   d # d  ; C  #  C #  C

f o m in2d #  P #  D/2 ; 0  #   (L  – L ) #  ä 

L Ln$ n  ; D -d $  D        (9e)

5.2 Numerical Results: The above described

optimization model has been applied to a compression

helical spring manufactured from SAE-6150 Oil-

tempered carbon steel with the following design data:

preldC Preloading condition :  F = 1200 N

min maxC Working loadings : F  = 2600 N,    F = 4450 N.

C No. of coil limit           :      n $ 3     

C Winding limits             :     4  #   C #   20

C Standard wire diameter :  2.5 #   d #  12.5 mms.,  

   Ä d=0.25 mms.

C Coil diameter limits     :   D+d  #   100.0 mms.

    D -d  $  25.0 mms.

C The ends of the spring are squared and ground

with hinged boundary conditions.

C The average material properties are:
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Table 2:   Symbolic M odel for the Spring Optimization Problem

Symbol Description

n Number of active coils (an integer number)

d Wire diameter (a discrete variable only taken from a standard valued set)

D Spring mean diameter (a continuous variable)

C Spring index = D/d

sL Solid length = (n+2)d , for springs with squared and ground ends

oL Pocket length in a specific machine setting

fL Free length = np+2d; p is the distance between two consecutive coils (pitch)

M Solid mass of spring = ñ ð D.(n+2).ð d /4; ñ=mass density of spring material2

G Shear modulus of the spring material

K Spring rate = Gd/8nC 3

wK Wahl’s correction factor =                                            (account for the effect of curvature)

F Applied axial force

d Axial deflection = F/K=8FnC /Gd3

wt Induced shear stress = K .8FC/ ð d2

m inF M inimum applied force

m axF M aximum applied force

mF m ax m inM ean value of the applied force = (F +F )/2

aF m ax minAlternating force = (F -F )/2

m inô M inimum induced shear stress

m axô M aximum induced shear stress

mô max minM ean value of induced shear stress = (ô t +ô )/2

aô m ax m inAlternating shear stress =(ô -ô )/2

yô Yield shear strength of material; depends on wire diameter.

eô Endurance shear strength of material ( =fatigue strength at 10  loading cycles)6

uô Ultimate shear strength.

n nf  , f f  =Natural frequency (=                       )   Hz,  f = forcing frequency 

y, f(F.O.S) y y m ax f e aFactors of safety for yield and fatigue: (F.O.S) =ô /ô    and  (F.O.S) =ô /2t

bTable 3: Buckling Factor K  [28]

fL  /D 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

bK  (Hinged Ends) 0.72 0.63 0.38 0.20 0.11 0.07 0.05 0.04

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

bK  (Fixed Ends) 0.72 0.71 0.68 0.63 0.53 0.38 0.26 0.19

Shear modulus          :   G = 8.0 x 10  N/m10 2

yShear yielding strength: ô  =15.75 x 10 x (d)  8  -0 .2

N/m , (d in mms.)2

eEndurance limit ô = 8.45 x 10 x (d)  8  -0 .2

N/m , (d in  mms.) 2

CONMIN  was implemented to generate[22]

continuous variable designs, which are used as starting

vectors for the ABACUS mixed-integer programming

code (see Table 1). Two cases were considered. The

first dealt with the minimal mass design problem and

the other one combined both of the minimal mass and
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maximum structural safety in a linear composite

objective function form using  suitable weighting

factors. Final results are given in Table 4. It is to

mention here that the efficiency of the branch and

bound algorithm depends on the starting design vector.

Different random starting vectors have been tried and

the number of cycles needed to reach the optimal

solution in each case was compared. It was shown that

the mixed variable problem formulation gives better

results as compared to other methods using continuous

variable formulation.

6. Future for Design Optimization: Recognizing that

optimization is now an essential design tool for several

applications, two questions arise: 1) how do we ensure

much greater use of optimization and, 2) what can be

expected in the future?

Existing computer codes need to be enhanced, to

expand their capabilities and improve efficiency. The

general procedure is to employ a well established

computer code , which can perform coupled[2 2 -27]

optimization/finite element analysis with interactive

graphics capabilities, to obtain those conditions that

define an optimum of some objective function, subject

to certain constraints. Any solution offered by

optimization procedures should satisfy the condition

that a true global optimum has been obtained, since a

local optimum may yield designs that far away from

those corresponding to the global solution. Therefore,

it is expected that computer aided engineering and

related graphical interface developers will take

optimization more seriously and provide the needed

design capabilities to their products. This will, in turn,

increase the use of optimum design technology over a

broad range of industries. Successful works such as

that given by Thanedar and Chirehdost  provide[34]

strong motivation for industry to use optimization

technology. Regarding the size of the optimization

problem, there still a great need to develop algorithms

that will solve problems with large number of variables

and constraints efficiently and reliably. This makes

approximation techniques  be improved substantially,[35]

in order to achieve considerable saving in both

computational time and efforts in arriving at the global

optimal solution.     

Considerable research remains to be done on issues

of finding a basic configuration with topology

optimization , automatically convert the result to a[3 6 ]

realistic finite element model, and refine it with

available sizing and shape optimization software in

order to create a design that can adhere to

manufacturing requirements. Another important issue is

the use of genetic algorithms (GA)  for design[20]

optimization, which is still an open research area in

mechanical and structural engineering. The existing GA

is perhaps too general to be efficient and reliable for

design problems. The function (or fitness) evaluations

are computationally expensive since they involve finite

element analysis. Moreover, the feasible design space

is at times disjointed with multiple local minima.

Modifications, such as parameter-space size adjustment

and adaptive mutation for continuous problems ,[37]

which focus on refining the searching space, are

necessary. More research is also needed to combine GA

and gradient-based techniques for handling constrained

shape optimization problems .[38]

Next generation design optimization today shall

seek effective ways to combine many disciplines in the

early stages of model formulation. This concerns the

so-named multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO),

in which a host of design objectives and constraints

representing a variety of disciplines involved in the

problem under investigation . It is expected that MDO[39]

would play a major role in many advanced

industries . Vehicles, such as huge airliners and high[40]

speed trains and automobiles require maximum

performance and safety at minimum weight and least

fuel consumption. New enhanced versions of coupled

optimization / finite element software, such as ASTROS

code , are needed to attain a robust design in[23]

multidisciplinary environment.  

7. Conclusions: Various methods and techniques that

are commonly applied to optimum design of

mechanical and structural systems are almost discussed

in this paper. A brief of the most common computer

packages of design optimization classified by the area

of a specific approach is given (see Table 1). A case

study including the optimization of helical compression

springs is investigated and discussed. Two other

important contributions dealing with topology and smart

structure optimization are also presented.

As in any part of construction industry, a search,

through a range of possible alternatives, for the most

economic design that will perform its intended function

with adequate safety and durability requires more than

the procedures that have been described in this paper.

Much improved and economical designs may be

obtained by a simultaneous change in configuration

(such as beam lengths, boundary, or support conditions)

coupled with element size modifications. Limited work

was published using shape/topology considerations. Not

much work has also been reported on the experimental

validation of optimized designs, which are more

sensitive to the parametric uncertainties of the physical

system. Application of the frequency optimization in

the smart structures field for vibration reduction needs

more investigation. Another promising area of future

research is the development of topology optimization

methods  to  simultaneously  design  smart structures. 
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Table 4: Optimal solutions of the spring design problem

Y FD (mms.) d (mms.) n (turns) M  (kg) (F.O.S) (F.O.S)

Starting design 50 10 10 1.154 1.760 1.513

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

M inimal mass design 33.81 8 7 0.375 1.213 1.002 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

f1 f2(W =1, W =0)                  (67.5% saving) (Critical)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

M in.mass & M ax. Safety 58.21 9.25 6 0.783 1.942 1.381

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

f1 f2(W =0.45, W =0.55)                  (36.34% saving) 

Finally, further optimization studies must depend on a

more accurate analysis of constructional cost. The

current emphasis on multidisciplinary analysis and

optimization must continue to seek ways to efficiently

combine many disciplines. This combined with

probability studies of load applications and materials

variations, should contribute to further efficiency

achievement.
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